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Featuring (scheduled): 
 
Part 1: 10:00 am - 10:30 am  

Opening ceremony 

Introduction of display booth of each country 

《 Nepal, China, Egypt, Sudan, Uzbekistan, 

Pakistan and Japan》 

Part 2: 10:30 am - noon 

Looking on the display booth of each country  

Part 3: noon - 0:30pm 

Stage performance 《 Nepal, China, Egypt, 

Uzbekistan and Pakistan》 

Part 4: 0:30 pm - 1:30 pm  

Lunch 《Nepal, Bangladesh, Egyptian dish etc.》

Looking on the display booth of each country 

  ※ Halal meat is used in cooking. 

Part 5: 1:30 pm - 2:30 pm 

Chorus of Japanese song by all participants 

Bon Odori (dance) 

Closing ceremony 

Date and Time:  
Sunday, February 16, 2014,    
10 am - 2:30 pm 

Venue: Gym at Mizunuma 
Shimin Center of Misato City 

Fee: 300 yen  
(Including a fee for meal) 

※ Free of charge for a child of 
high school age or under 

International Festa is the biggest event of a year among 
many activities organized by Misato International Association, 
which is a society consisted of volunteer groups supported by 
Misato City aiming to promote citizens’ International exchange.  
People from different countries exhibit their cultural diversity 

with panel displays, demonstrations or brochures. Also, foreign 
residents in their booths will be happy to answer your questions 
about their culture or their life in their countries. You will enjoy 
fork dances and songs of foreign countries on the stage. You 
may also like several dishes from different countries including 
curry with rice. All participants, both non-Japanese and 
Japanese, will conclude this event by singing Japanese songs 
and dancing ‘Bon Odori’ together.  
Please come and join this event. The day will be a lot of fun 

and a great opportunity for you to meet people from different 
cultural backgrounds. 
 
Inquiries: ‘Misato International Association’, Assistance for Citizens’ 

Activity Division      

Call: 048-930-7714 
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         A new rule applied to a bicycle rider  

          ～Traffic Law was partially amended～ 

(Effective from December 1, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆ When you ride a light vehicle such as a bicycle on the roads, you must take the left side of the 

road in the same direction as cars or motorcycles.   

 Penalty : If you breach the law, you may be charged a penalty. 
 

◆ New regulations including inspections on braking system of bicycles were introduced and if you 

fail to obey or reject the inspection order, you may be charged a penalty. 

Penalty : If you disobey the order, you may be charged a fine of 50,000 yen or less.  
 

Inquiries: Traffic Affairs Section, Traffic Division  

Call: 048-930-7720  

 

 

Use or possession of a bicycle left unattended or abandoned is prohibited 

 If you use a bicycle that is left unattended or deemed to being abandoned on a roadside or else 

other than a trash collection site, you will be charged with a crime called ‘Senyu Ridatsu-butsu 

Oryo-zai’, that is a crime of embezzlement of left property that belongs to someone else. 

We had a case that a foreign resident took and repaired an abandoned bicycle and used it. 

 

Article 254 of the Penal Code 

You will be sentenced penal servitude for one year or less, or fined 100,000 yen or less or 

punished petty fine, if you embezzle a lost property, driftage or a property that left the 

ownership of the previous owner.   

 

You may see some objects which have been abandoned or presumably discarded on a roadside 

for a long period of time. They might be illegally damped. Those wastes should be disposed at 

designated trash collection sites. Thus, you cannot own them for yourself. 

  

Roadside zone (the area marked off with a white line) 

Left side 

Roadside 
zone 

Right side 

Roadside 
zone 
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A building and a statue are newly added to the city’s designated tangible cultural heritage (classified as 

‘BUILDING’) and the city’s designated tangible folk cultural heritage respectively.   
 
 

① 延命院
えんめいいん

虚空蔵堂
こ く う ぞ う ど う

 Enmei-in Kokuzo-do 
【Building】(Address: 1-83-1 Hikokura, Misato-shi)  
This temple was built with a motive of 

characteristic design in the mid-Edo period, in the 
year of Enkyo 2

nd 
(1745).  

 

② 木像
も くぞ う

虚空蔵
こ く う ぞ う

菩薩
ぼ さ つ

立像
りゅうぞう

 Mokuzo Kokuzo Bosatsu 

Ryuzo (standing statue of Bodhisattva) 【Tangible 

Folk】 (Address: 1-83-1 

Hikokura, Misato-shi, 

within the building of 

‘Enmei-in Kokuzo-do’)     
It is said that this 

statue had been 
discovered in the river 
of Furu-Tonegawa River 
(currently Nakagawa 
River) in the year of 
Bunmei 18

th
 (1486) and 

soon after that the local 
village people 
constructed a temple 
and started to pray for it. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Inquiries: Lifelong Learning Section, 

Lifelong Learning Division 
Call: 048-930-7759  

  

鰐
わに

口
ぐち

(Waniguchi): temple 

gong (2-38-1 Togasaki) 

観音堂
かんのんどう

(Kan-non Do): 

building (1-127-1 Banshomen) 

十三仏
じゅうさんぶつ

青
あお

石塔
いしとう

婆
ば

  
(Jyu-san butsu aoishi toba): 
stone stupa 
 (1-67 Kamiguchi) 

木造
もくぞう

不動明王
ふどうみょうおう

立像
りゅうぞう

(Mokuzo Fudomyo-o 

Ryuzo): wooden standing 

statue (1-71-1 Hikosawa) 

（①延命院虚空蔵） 

 

銅造
どうぞう

十一面
じゅういちめん

観音
かんのん

坐像
ざ ぞ う

 

 (Dozo 

Jyuichi Men 

Kan-non 

Zazo): copper 

made sitting 

statue 
(725 Motai） 

木造
もくぞう

阿弥陀如来
あ み だ に ょ ら い

立像
りゅうぞう

(Mokuzo Amida 

Nyorai Ryuzo): wooden standing statue 
(3-123 Takasu) 

木造
もくぞう

薬師
や く し

如来
にょらい

坐像
ざ ぞ う

 
(Mokuzo Yakushi Nyorai 

Zazo): wooden sitting statue 

(8-15-13 Waseda) 
 (8-15-13 Waseda) 

木造
もくぞう

不動明王
ふどうみょうおう

立像
りゅうぞう

：(Mokuzo 
Fudomyo-o Ryuzo): wooden standing 

statue (1-179 Hikonari) 

木造
もくぞう

阿弥陀如来
あ み だ に ょ ら い

立像
りゅうぞう

 

( Mokuzo Amida Nyorai Ryuzo):  

wooden standing statue (189 Hanawada) 

木造
もくぞう

地蔵
じ ぞ う

菩薩
ぼ さ つ

立像
りゅうぞう

 

 (Mokuzo Bosatsu Ryuzo): 

wooden standing statue 
(4-620 Shinwa) 

木造
もくぞう

阿弥陀如来
あ み だ に ょ ら い

立像
りゅうぞう

(Mokuzo Amida Nyorai 

Ryuzo): wooden standing 

statue (1-58 Tenjin) 

<Enmei-in Kokuzo-do>  

木造
もくぞう

地蔵
じ ぞ う

菩薩
ぼ さ つ

立像
りゅうぞう

 
(Mokuzo Bosatsu Ryuzo): 

wooden standing statue  

(1-58 Tenjin) 
 

<Mokuzo Kokuzo Bosatsu Ryuzo> 

Another Cultural Heritage in Misato City 

★Other tangible cultural heritage 
designated by the city 
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When you receive a medical treatment…  
  

You may receive a medical treatment at some hospitals speaking only in Japanese. In 

such case we suggest that you will be accompanied by someone who can communicate 

in Japanese in order to describe your symptoms accurately.  

Also we recommend you visit a doctor or clinic nearby as your home doctor who knows your ordinary 

health conditions and advise you to visit a specialized medical institution whenever needed. 

 
 
How to find a medical institution   

You may find a medical institution by looking through city’s official newsletters, internet, a 

phonebook or you may ask your friends or neighbors. If you don’t feel good at speaking in Japanese, 

here are some consultation facilities and search engines as below.  
 
 
◆AMDA International Medical Information Center (Nonprofit Organization) 

 

http://amda-imic.com/        
  
This organization provides foreign residents in Japan a free telephone interpretation service during the consultation. 

They also give medical information of foreign countries to Japanese medical professionals and provide foreign 

residents with medical information in Japan.  

 
☆ Center Tokyo  ：  

Consultation  

phone number:  

   03-5285-8088 
 
 
 

 
◆Tokyo Metropolitan Medical Institution Information (Tokyo-to Iryo kikan an-nai service ‘Himawari’) 

This organization provides a search engine of medical institutions in Tokyo where you can communicate 
in other language than Japanese and provides information about medical system in Japan.  

 
http://www.himawari.metro.tokyo.jp/  
 

Telephone information services to find a medical institution and to learn health insurance system   
Tel: 03-5285-8181 
Every day: 9:00AM-8:00PM 
Languages: English / Chinese / Hangul / Thai / Spanish 

 
◆Saitama-ken Iryo Kino Joho Teikyo System (Medical service search system) 

Search for medical institutions / dispensing pharmacies in Saitama pref. 
http://www.iryo-kensaku.jp/saitama/ 【in Japanese】 

 
Click a word of “目的別検索(finding by a subject)”→ “『外国語対応でさがす』(finding by foreign 
language)” to search a medical institution. 
http://www.iryo-kensaku.jp/saitama/kensaku/CategorySearch.aspx?sy=m 

 
← A medical institution with the left mark means that the institution is available to foreign 

language speakers. 
※ http://www.pref.saitama.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/451022.pdf   
This page shows how to use the ‘Saitama-ken Medical Service Search System’ in English. 

 
Notice upon consultation  

Whenever you visit a hospital or clinic, be sure to bring your health insurance card/ certificate. If you 

show your health insurance card/certificate at payment, your payment will be decreased to the 

amount on your account. Keep in mind that if you fail to show your card/certificate because you forget 

to bring it or you are not enrolled in any health insurance plan, all expenses will be charged on you and 

the amount can be very high. In case you failed to show your health insurance card/certificate and have 

paid the full amount of the medical expense, you may claim later the sum (as 70%, for example) 

payable by your health insurance plan.  

If you have any restriction in your daily life or/and medical treatment for your religion or other reasons 

or if you have an allergy, notify a person at the counter or a nurse in advance. Bring with you also a 

Residence Card, a passport as your ID, the medication currently being taken, a copy of prescription of 

your medication or/and a medicine notebook besides your health insurance card/certificate.  

Language Days of week Service hours 

English, Thai, Chinese, Hangul, Spanish Daily 9:00～20:00 

Portuguese Mon, Wed, Fri 9:00～17:00 

Tagalog Wed 13:00～17:00 

Vietnamese Thu 13:00～17:00 

http://amda-imic.com/
http://www.himawari.metro.tokyo.jp/
http://www.iryo-kensaku.jp/saitama/
http://www.iryo-kensaku.jp/saitama/kensaku/CategorySearch.aspx?sy=m
http://www.pref.saitama.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/451022.pdf
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Rate of municipal/prefectural resident tax will be revised from FY2014 

An exemption of the Local Tax law was established nationally as a temporary measure to secure 

the financial resource for disaster prevention projects by the local government. Consequently the 

municipal tax levied individually on per capita basis will increase by 500 yen from 3,000 yen to 3,500 

yen per year and this rate shall be applicable for ten years from FY2014 to FY2023. As the 

prefectural tax levied individually on per capita basis is also raised by 500 yen, the resident tax will 

be 5,000 yen per year.  

Main disaster prevention projects in Misato City include earthquake resisting projects for 

elementary and junior high schools and childcare centers and digitalization of disaster prevention 

administration radio, fire and emergency radio systems.  
 
※The tax on per capita basis is the tax to be paid by a resident irrespective of his or her income of 

the year. A tax-exempt resident will not be concerned.  

Inquires: Municipal Tax Section, Municipal Tax Division  

Call: 048-930-7706  
 

Notes for declaration of municipal/prefectural resident tax 

Who is required to declare resident tax? 

●Those who had a domicile in Misato City as of January 1, 2014. 

●Those who had an office or a business place in Misato City and residential address outside 

Misato City. 

Note: Please file your tax declaration even if you are a foreign student or his or her spouse 

and had no income in 2013. 

Misato City will mail a tax form to each individual who filed resident tax declaration last year in late 

January, 2014. Please submit a completed form by March 17 (Mon.), 2014. As this declaration 

relates to assessment of other duties or benefits such as your National Health Insurance tax, 

Long-term Nursing Care Insurance premium or childcare fee and also serve as the base to issue 

such documents as your tax (or non-tax) certificate, please file your resident tax declaration even if 

you had no income in 2013. 
 

Tax declaration for resident tax is unnecessary in any of the following cases: 

●Those who file a final tax declaration of your income in 2013 to a tax office. 

●Those who have no income other than employee’s income and whose employers submit a payroll 

statement to Misato City. (Please check with your employer.) 

Inquiries: Municipal Tax Section, Municipal Tax Division  

Call: 048-930-7706 

 
 

Children who have not received 2nd stage immunization  
against MR (Measles/Rubella)  

If you have not got your child or children vaccinated yet, you are recommended to have them 

vaccinated.  

Eligibility: children born between April 2, 2007 and April 1, 2008 

Date: Until March 31, 2014 

Fee: Paid by public fund. (You will be charged for the vaccination fee after the date above.)  

Place: Designated medical institutions within the city 

Inquiries: Examination and Prevention Section, Health Promotion Division 

Call: 048-930-7771 

Notice 
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The 37th Kita Kominkan Matsuri (festival) 
Date and Time: Saturday, March 8 from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm  

Sunday, March 9 from 10:00 am to 3:30 pm  

Place: Kita Kominkan (a community center located in Misato Danchi), 3-7-19-101, Hikonari 

Featuring: 

【Exhibitions】: Oshi-bana (pressed flowers), dyeing, oil paintings, colored-pencil drawings, watercolor 

paintings, knitting, Etegami (illustrated postcards), Origami (paper folding), calligraphy, photographs of 

mountain-walking activities’, craft, Haiku (a Japanese poem of seventeen syllables), etc. 

【‘Experience’ corners】: Taisho harp, Etegami (illustrated postcards)<fee>, knitting<fee>, Oshi-bana 

(pressed flowers) <fee>, Origami (paper folding) 

【Entertainment】: Japanese speeches by non-Japanese, chorus, a picture-story show, reciting of 

Chinese poems, Taisho harp performance, Ocarina performance, Minyo (folk songs), taijiquan, musical, 

physical exercise, etc. 

【Refreshments】<fee>: cakes, beverages, light meal, etc.  
 
Note: No room will be available because of the festival and its preparation from 1:00 pm on Thursday, 

March 6 to Sunday, March 9. 
Inquiries: Kita Kominkan  

Call: 048-957-0253  
 

The 45th Misato City Half Marathon  ～Kaichan & Tsubuchan Marathon～ 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014  《Rain or shine》 

Opening ceremony: 8:00 am 

Venue: Neighboring Misato City Hall (Half Marathon Course set in the city) 

※ Please note that the traffic will be controlled by detours along the course of this event.  

The closed roads (approximately from 8:10 am to noon) will be reopened as the runners pass by 

sequentially. Thank you for your cooperation.   
 
Inquiries: Office of “Executive committee for Misato City Half marathon”, Lifelong Sports Section, Sports 

Promotion Division  

Call: 048-930-7770 

● Bulletin board for all readers ● 

This is a place for you to post your messages. 

However, we will not place any commercial, 

political, religious or job-seeking matters. 

Please send your comments to us; 648-1 

Hanawada, Misato-shi, 341-8501.  

Email address: shien@city.misato.lg.jp 

 ● Misato View Distribution ● 

If you would like to receive this publication 

periodically for free, please call us on 048- 

953-1111, ext. 2303. An English-speaking 

staff can help you between 9:00 am to noon 

and 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm from Monday 

through Friday. 

The next Misato view will be issued in May, 2014. 

 
BULLETIN BOARD 

From February 2014 to April 2014 


